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The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies

Lotus, Notes, and Domino are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation
Java and all Java-related trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc., in the United States and other countries
LINUX is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries.
Microsoft, Windows and Windows NT are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
SET and Secure Electronic Transaction are trademarks owned by SET Secure Electronic Transaction LLC.
Intel is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation
* All other products may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

NOTES:

Performance is in Internal Throughput Rate (ITR) ratio based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment. The actual throughput that
any user will experience will vary depending upon considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the
workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will achieve throughput improvements equivalent to the performance ratios stated here.

IBM hardware products are manufactured from new parts, or new and serviceable used parts. Regardless, our warranty terms apply.

All customer examples cited or described in this presentation are presented as illustrations of the manner in which some customers have used IBM products and the results they may have
achieved. Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics will vary depending on individual customer configurations and conditions.

This publication was produced in the United States. IBM may not offer the products, services or features discussed in this document in other countries, and the information may be subject
to change without notice. Consult your local IBM business contact for information on the product or services available in your area.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

Information about non-IBM products is obtained from the manufacturers of those products or their published announcements. IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the
performance, compatibility, or any other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

Prices subject to change without notice. Contact your IBM representative or Business Partner for the most current pricing in your geography.

References in this document to IBM products or services do not imply that IBM intends to make them available in every country.

Any proposed use of claims in this presentation outside of the United States must be reviewed by local IBM country counsel prior to such use.

The information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of
the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those
Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
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Agenda

 System setup guidance

 Goal setting

 z/VM Performance Toolkit tips

 Routine data collection with MONWRITE

 Twisting tuning knobs

 Preparing for the eventual performance PMR

 How to study MONWRITE data

 Summary
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Go Around in Circles… With a Purpose
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Some Sources of System Setup Guidance

 IBM Advanced Technical Services (ATS)

– Jon von Wolfersdorf’s “best practices” paper:
www.vm.ibm.com/education/lvc/lvclbest.pdf

 Manuals in our z/VM PDF library (www.vm.ibm.com/library/)

– z/VM Performance

– Getting Started with Linux on System z

 Our www.vm.ibm.com pages:

– Tips: www.vm.ibm.com/perf/tips/

– Documents: www.vm.ibm.com/perf/docs/

 Conferences, VMESA-L, …
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As You Set Performance Goals, Consider These…

 Response time

 Batch elapsed time

 Throughput

 Resource consumed per unit of work done

 Utilization

 Users supported

 Consistency

 Phone ringing

 All of the above
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Refresher on z/VM Performance Toolkit
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Handy Tips for z/VM Performance Toolkit

 Install Perfkit per the instructions

 Set up FCONAPPC access for your personal user ID

– Follow the setup instructions

– To start Perfkit on your personal user ID,

• Link and access the disk where PERFKIT MODULE is
• To start it: PERFKIT
• At its main screen, type this: FCONAPPC resource-id

– This lets you use the Perfkit screens without disturbing PERFSVM

 The browser access stuff is very cool too… do set it up

 Need to change the CP Monitor settings? PERFSVM’s PROFILE
EXEC
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How Does Perfkit Know?

 CP Monitor data is binary data describing system configuration or activity

 Logically, it is a sequence of z/VM monitor records

– Each record comments on some specific aspect of system activity or performance

– In aggregate they constitute a comprehensive, time-indexed record of system activity

 There are three large classes of monitor records

– Configuration records: emitted when monitor starts, these describe system configuration

– Sample records: emitted every so often, these comment on the accumulated activity of an entity
(device, user, …)

– Event records: emitted as needed, these comment on some specific phenomenon that just now
occurred

 Some records come from the z/VM Control Program and comment on its experience in
running the system

 Other records come from guests and comment on their experiences in doing whatever
it is they do

 We journal this data using an IBM-supplied utility program called MONWRITE

 During the rest of this presentation, we will call this data MONWRITE data
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You Should Routinely Run IBM’s MONWRITE Tool
 Our MONWRITE tool sniffs the raw, unformatted z/VM performance telemetry and

journals it to disk

 MONWRITE data is the single most important item IBM will ask for if you call in with a
performance question or PMR

– Not command responses, Perfkit screen shots, other vendors’ files, blah-blah-blah…

– “One set of data is worth all the conference calls you can schedule.” -- Virg Meredith, IBM STSM

 You can run MONWRITE even if you are also running:

– z/VM Performance Toolkit

– Another vendor’s performance suite

 You can set up MONWRITE very easily

 See www.vm.ibm.com/devpages/bkw/monwrite.html for instructions

 I very strongly suggest my LINMON package for automating MONWRITE

– www.vm.ibm.com/devpages/bkw/linmon.html

– Suitable for running all the time

– Can coexist with z/VM Performance Toolkit or other vendors’ suites

– Collects the MONWRITE data in manageably sized chunks – and you decide “manageably sized”

– Throws out chunks as they become “too old” – and you decide how old that is

– Ensures you always have recent MONWRITE data on hand

– Invaluable in answering, “What in the world just happened?”
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Best Practices: Data Collection

 Routinely run MONWRITE and archive its output files

 Routinely collect and archive additional data that will reveal application
transaction rates

– HTTP logs

– Database transaction logs

– Console spools

– Whatever you can get your hands on

 Especially collect these… when?

– During peak times, month-end, or other important moments

– Right before and right after machine upgrades, configuration changes, and tuning
actions

 Keep a log of the changes you make

 Keep this stuff handy, because you never know when you will need it
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Some MONWRITE Incentive

 If you collect it, I’ll look at it

– Not a substitute for field support chain, your vendor, PMRs…

– Just checking to make sure you collected your data OK

 www.vm.ibm.com/devpages/bkw/monoffer.html

 This offer lets you practice:

– Collecting the data:
www.vm.ibm.com/devpages/bkw/linmon.html

– Transmitting it to IBM:
www.vm.ibm.com/devpages/bkw/testcase.html

 These skills are invaluable when it’s PMR time

 Practice NOW!!
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Common Problems: Configuring CP Monitor

 Sizing concerns

– MONDCSS was set too small
• The new standard is 64 MB (16384 aka x’4000’ pages, e.g, A000-DFFF)

– MONDCSS sample area is too small
• If 16384-page DCSS, MONITOR START PARTITION 8192 leaves 8192 pages for

sample area, which ought to be fine

– MONDCSS sample config area is too small
• If 8192 pages for sample area, MONITOR SAMPLE CONFIG SIZE 4096 reserves 4096

pages for config information, which ought to be fine
• If your MONWRITE file does not contain config data, it is of very little use to us

– Very large systems will need more space than this

 Settings concerns

– Old PERFSVM PROFILE EXEC might not turn on newer domains

 Your MONWRITE data will tell us if there are problems
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Common Problems: Data Transmission

 Forget to compress the data

– I recommend you build a VMARC archive file

 Forget the data is binary

– Use binary file movement techniques always!!

– If you inadvertently EBCDIC-to-ASCII the file, I can’t fix it

 Forget to name the file appropriately

– PMRxxxxx.MONDATA.VMARC

 Forget to tell us you put the file there

– Update the PMR

 http://www.vm.ibm.com/devpages/bkw/testcase.html gives
instructions on how to avoid all of these problems
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Studying MONWRITE Data

 z/VM Performance Toolkit

– Interactively – possible, but not so useful

– PERFKIT BATCH command – very useful

• Reads a MONWRITE file
• Configuration files tell Perfkit which reports to produce
• You can inspect the reports by hand or programmatically

– See z/VM Performance Toolkit Reference for more information

 Our MONVIEW package (www.vm.ibm.com/download/)

– Lets you extract specific records from a MONWRITE file

– You can then write your own programs to analyze the records

– You need to be very well acquainted with what’s in the individual
monitor records before you try this
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Best Practices: Knob Twisting

 Log what you saw that made you want to twist

 Log what you twisted, and when, and who did it

 Keep the twisters to just a few people

 Keep MONWRITE data from before and after twisting

 Evaluate whether twisting had the desired effect

 Safety net: MAINT should have OPTION QUICKDSP and
SHARE ABSOLUTE 1%
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The Field Support Chain
 Customer technical expert

– Should know how to collect MONWRITE data and transmit it to IBM

 IBM FTSS

– Should know how to check routine performance metrics and establish whether the
system is basically healthy

 IBM Region Designated Support person

– IBMers can check http://w3.ibm.com/support/americas/rds.html

– Should know how to diagnose and repair common or minor concerns

 IBM Advanced Technical Support (ATS)

– Can probably diagnose, tune, and configure most anything

 IBM z/VM Development

– Defect support, once a z/VM defect is known to exist

 KNOW who your go-to person is, and go there.

 Do NOT just call or e-mail your friend in z/VM Development.

 Do NOT just open a PMR.
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Preparing for a Performance PMR, aka “Help Us Help You”

 Data you collected when things were OK

– MONWRITE data

– Indicators of application transaction rate

 Data you collected when things were not OK

– The above, and maybe a dump if things were severe

 When did it happen?

 What did you change? Where are your change logs?

 Anything else we should know?

 Then give us a call.
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Summary

 Plan your initial setup

 Understand the metrics and thresholds that are important to
you

 Routinely collect and archive MONWRITE data

 Routinely evaluate how you are doing compared to the
metrics and success thresholds you set

 Keep good, complete change logs

 Know your IBM field support chain

 Enter PMRs ready to be assisted

 Have fun!


